I'm eating at the restaurant.
I'm having lunch at the restaurant.
I'm playing football.
I'm watching a football match.
SIMPLE TRUE (SIMPLE YES, N=10)
Liars who respond with a faked identity have to respond with TRUE based on the profile they overlearned in a preliminary phase of the experiment. 
Mean Control Tot errors
Mean number of errors on all control questions (number of errors on all control questions divided by total number of control stimuli)
Mean Simple Tot errors
Mean number of errors on all simple questions (number of errors on all simple questions divided by total number of simple stimuli)
Mean Complex Tot errors
Mean number of errors on all complex questions (number of errors on all complex questions divided by total number of complex stimuli)
Raw Total errors Total number of errors on all test questions

Raw Control Tot errors
Number of errors on all control questions
Raw Simple Tot errors
Number of errors on all simple questions
Raw Complex Tot errors
Number of errors on all complex questions Ratio between the number of errors on all simple questions and the number of errors on all control questions
IES Control
Raw Complex Tot errors/Raw Control Tot errors
Ratio between the number of errors on all complex questions and the number of errors on all control questions
Raw Complex Tot errors/Raw Simple Tot errors
Ratio between the number of errors on all complex questions and the number of errors on all simple questions
